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Supplementary Figures
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Supplementary Figure 1: Burying evolves if high senders especially value strong receivers and if strong
receivers wish to avoid medium senders. The figure extends the evolutionary results presented in Fig. 2 of the
main text, by showing the eventual steady state frequencies for all player types. To explore when evolution leads to
the emergence of burying, we have varied the relative preference of high senders for strong receivers, ahs/ahw, and
the relative aversion of strong receivers against medium type senders, −bms/bhs. According to static equilibrium
considerations, there are four parameter regions. In the cases (1) and (2), we expect a pooling equilibrium where
both high and medium senders use clear signals. In the parameter region (3), there are two possible cases, a
pooling equilibrium or the burying equilibrium, whereas in parameter region (4) only the burying equilibrium can
be sustained. Our evolutionary simulations fully support these predictions; eventually, each player adapts to act as
expected from equilibrium considerations (the darker the color in each panel, the higher the respective frequency).
In the only ambiguous case (3) where static considerations allow for two equilibria, we observe that the pooling
equilibrium is favored (as it can be easier reached from an initial population where no one sends or accepts a
signal).
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Supplementary Figure 2: The stability of the burying equilibrium is robust with respect to changes in the
evolutionary parameters. In the main text, simulations were performed using a fixed strength of selection s=1,
and a mutation rate µ=0.02. To explore the effect of these two critical evolutionary parameters, we have repeated
the simulations for Fig. 3 of the main text (where only the burying equilibrium satisfies the intuitive criterion) for
a, different selection strengths and b, different mutation rates. The burying equilibrium is stable in all evolutionary
scenarios, provided that selection is sufficiently strong for players to adapt according to the payoff consequences
of their actions, and that mutations are sufficiently rare to allow populations to settle at an equilibrium. Each
curve depicts the average fraction of each player type over 5·106 updating events, averaged over five simulations.
Populations were initialized in the burying equilibrium.
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Supplementary Figure 3: The evolution of burying when revelation probabilities also depend on the re-
ceiver’s type. If the probability that a buried signal gets revealed also depends on the type of the receiver, the
revelation probabilities take the form rij with i∈{h,m, l} and j∈{s, w}. a, Strong and weak receivers can have
different probabilities to identify high senders in a burying equilibrium. Here we depict a case in which buried
signals are easy to observe for strong receivers, but hard to spot for weak receivers. b, An equilibrium analysis
shows that inhomogeneous revelation probabilities favor the existence of a burying equilibrium if high type senders
prefer strong receivers over weak receivers, and if strong receivers are more likely to spot the high senders’ buried
signals, see Corrolary 1 in the SI text for details. c, We have compared evolutionary scenarios in which revelation
probabilities are independent of the receiver (upper panel) with scenarios in which they depend on the receiver type
(lower panel), keeping the average revelation probability over the whole receiver population fixed. As predicted
by the equilibrium analysis, high senders only learn to use buried signals in the second scenario. Except for the
revelation probabilities, all other game parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 of the main text.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Burying equilibria in a model with many types. a We have extended our baseline
model to allow for arbitrarily many types of senders and receivers. The depicted scenario shows a case with five
different sender types and four receiver types. b, We derive qualitatively similar results as in the main text when we
consider a type space such that senders can be ordered according to their quality (high sender types are preferred
by more receivers), and that receivers can be ordered according to their selectivity (low receiver types are more
selective). c, We explore all burying equilibria when high sender types particularly value strong receivers (for
the exact conditions used, see SI text). In any such burying equilibrium, behaviors are monotonic: higher types
of senders choose more elaborate signals than lower types, whereas less selective receivers accept a given signal
more readily than more selective receivers.
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Supplementary Notes

In the following, we first describe the setup of our baseline model (Section 1). Then we characterize all

possible equilibria of our model, and we explore which of these equilibria satisfy the ‘intuitive criterion’,

a standard equilibrium refinement for signaling games (Section 2). Thereafter, we discuss various model

variations. First we consider a model variation in which sender types might differ in their probability

to interact with certain receiver types (Section 3.1). Second, we study the case when the revelation

probability of a buried signal may depend on the type of the receiver (Section 3.2). Third, we allow

senders to choose the probability with which their buried signal becomes revealed (Section 3.3). Fourth,

we contrast our model with a classical signaling model in which signals cannot be buried (Section 3.4).

Fifth, we extend our baseline model such that it covers the case of arbitrarily many types of senders and

receivers (Section 3.5). Finally, we provide an alternative model formulation in which there is only one

type of receiver, and where the sender’s payoff is a (non-linear) function of the receiver’s ex-post belief

(Section 3.6). The appendix contains the MATLAB code used to run our evolutionary simulations.

1 Description of the baseline model

The signal burying game is an asymmetric game between two players, a sender and a receiver. In the

baseline model, we assume there are three different types of senders (low, medium, and high) and two

different types of receivers (strong and weak). Players know their own type, but they cannot observe

the type of their co-player directly. As a consequence, senders may wish to communicate their type by

making use of a costly signal (e.g., by getting a degree from a prestigious university). In our model,

senders can do so by choosing one of the following three options: they may either send no signal (and

hence pay no cost), send a clear signal (pay a cost to obtain a signal, and make sure that the signal is

observable), or they can bury a signal (pay a cost for the signal, but make sure that the signal is not

directly observable). We assume that clear signals are noted by all receivers, whereas buried signals may

only get revealed by chance (with a given probability that may depend on the sender’s type). Receivers

then have two possible actions. They decide whether or not to accept the sender as a partner, based on

the signal they receive.

For the mathematical description of this model, we use the following parameters:

pi . . . Proportion of senders of type i ∈ {l,m, h}.

qj . . . Proportion of receivers of type j ∈ {s, w}.

ci . . . Cost to send a signal for a sender of type i.

ri . . . Probability that a buried signal of sender i is revealed.

aij . . . Payoff to a sender of type i when accepted by a receiver of type j.

bij . . . Payoff to a receiver of type j when accepting a sender of type i.
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If a receiver rejects the sender, both players receive a partnering payoff of zero. We make the following

assumptions on the players’ incentives:

(A1) Senders (weakly) prefer to be accepted,

aij ≥ 0 for all i, j. (1)

(A2) Receivers are selective:

bhj > 0 for all j All receivers get a positive payoff from accepting a high sender.

bmw > 0 > bms Only weak receivers get a positive payoff from medium senders.

blj < 0 for all j No receiver gets a positive payoff from accepting a low sender.

(2)

The assumptions (A1) and (A2) seem to be rather unproblematic. The first assumption states that senders

have an incentive at all to persuade receivers to accept. Formally, this assumption rules out a few relevant

scenarios. For example, in fashion senders of high status might sometimes want to avoid interactions with

weakly selective receivers altogether (that is, ahs > 0 but ahw < 0). Most of our results on the burying

equilibrium would equally apply to such a case. In particular, condition (1) in the main text (stating that

high senders need to especially value partnering with strong receivers) is satisfied trivially. However,

the interpretation of our results would change. When some of the aij values are allowed to be negative,

it is no longer obvious whether senders bury their signals despite or because this makes them forego

interactions with certain receiver types.

The second set of assumptions can be considered as a definition of what it means to be a sender of

type i ∈ {l,m, h}, and what it means to be a receiver of type j ∈ {s, w}. For example, high senders

are those that are universally appreciated, and strong receivers are those that are most selective. For the

classification of all possible equilibria, it is useful to make the following additional assumptions:

(A3) Low senders do not have an incentive to pay the cost for a signal,

cl > alj for all j. (3)

(A4) Receivers wish to avoid low senders under all circumstances,

plbls + phbhs < 0

plblw + pmbmw + phbhw < 0.
(4)

Taken together, these two assumptions imply that low senders never send a signal, and that receivers

never accept senders who do not send a signal.

Finally, let us briefly justify why we have set up the model in this way. For burying to itself act as

a costly signal, it needs to be the case that there is an opportunity cost to burying. This requires that
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there are receivers who would have accepted a clear signal, but who may not notice the buried signal

and hence reject the sender. These receivers correspond to the weak types in our model. For weak

receivers to reject senders who do not send a signal, it needs to be the case there is some low type of

sender who does not send the costly signal and who receivers prefer not to interact with. In addition,

our model also requires that burying leads to some benefit. This implies there must be another receiver

type (which we call the strong type) who is only interested in a particular type of sender (the high type),

but not in the type who would send clear signals (the medium type) or no signal (the low type). Other

assumptions on the preferences that we have made merely simplified the equilibrium conditions but did

not substantively change the analysis. Finally, to capture the applications we had in mind, burying had

to reduce the probability of a desirable signal being observed, but also needed to have the property that

receivers can sometimes tell that the signal was buried. Thus, our model was designed to be as simple as

possible while still capturing the key costs and benefits of burying.

2 Bayesian Nash equilibria of the baseline model

2.1 Characterization of the Bayesian Nash equilibria

In the following, we characterize all perfect Bayesian Nash Equilibria (PBNE) of the signal-burying

game. A PBNE requires players to act optimally (in expectation) given their beliefs, and that the players’

beliefs in turn are determined by the players’ strategies and by Bayes’ rule. For signals that are not sent

in equilibrium (such that Bayes’ rule cannot be applied), beliefs are allowed to be arbitrary. For brevity,

the following proofs typically omit specifying the receivers’ beliefs for each case . All proofs are valid

by simply positing that after observing a signal that is used in equilibrium, receivers form their beliefs

according to Bayes’ rule. If they observe a signal that is not used in equilibrium, we posit that receivers

assume it was the low sender who has sent the signal.

Due to assumption (A3) we can assume that low senders do not send a costly signal. To characterize

all equilibria, we therefore only need to analyze all possible strategy combinations for high and medium

senders. Since there are three possible signals (no signal, clear signal, or buried signal), and assuming

that senders use a pure strategy, this leads to 32 = 9 different cases.

Claim 1 (Pooling equilibrium). There is always an equilibrium in which no one sends a signal. In any

such equilibrium, receivers reject all senders.

Proof. Consider the profile in which no type of sender pays the cost for a signal, and in which receivers

reject everyone independent of the signal. It follows immediately that no sender can improve by paying

the cost of a signal. The possible deviations of receivers are either neutral (e.g. if they accept signals), or

they decrease the receivers’ payoffs (if they accept senders with no signal; this follows from assumptions

(A2) and (A4)). Therefore, this strategy profile is an equilibrium.

If there was another equilibrium of this sort in which receivers would accept some senders, then receivers

would have to accept everyone (since senders are indistinguishable). This possibility is ruled out by (A4).
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Claim 2. There is an equilibrium in which medium senders send a clear signal and high type senders

send no signal iff

qwamw ≥ cm and qwahw ≤ ch. (5)

In any such equilibrium, weak receivers accept the signal whereas strong receivers do not.

Proof. Consider the profile in which medium senders send a clear signal, whereas low and high senders

do not send a signal. Weak receivers only accept those with a clear signal, and strong receivers do not

accept anyone. Low senders do not have an incentive to deviate because of (A3). Medium senders

do not gain higher payoffs by not sending the signal because of the first inequality in (5); they do not

gain higher payoffs by burying the signal (because then they would lose on some of the weak receivers

without getting some of the strong receivers). High senders do not have an incentive to deviate by

sending a signal because of the second inequality in (5); nor do they have an incentive to bury the signal.

Given the senders’ strategies, it follows from (A4) that the receivers’ best response is to reject senders

who do not send a signal, and it follows from (A2) that only weak receivers should accept senders with

a signal.

Claim 3. There is an equilibrium in which medium senders send a buried signal, whereas high type

senders send no signal iff

rmqwamw ≥ cm and rhqwahw ≤ ch. (6)

In any such equilibrium, weak receivers accept a buried signal whereas strong receivers do not.

Proof. Follows by the same proof as for claim 2, using the following strategy profile: Medium senders

use a buried signal, whereas low and high senders do not send a signal. Low receivers only accept buried

signals, and strong receivers accept no one.

Claim 4. There is an equilibrium in which medium senders send no signal and high senders send a clear

signal iff

qwamw + qsams ≤ cm and qwahw + qsahs ≥ ch. (7)

In any such equilibrium, both receivers accept clear signals.

Proof. Use the profile in which high senders send a clear signal, the other senders send no signal, and in

which both receivers only accept clear signals.

Claim 5. There is an equilibrium in which medium and high type senders send a clear signal iff one of

the following two cases holds

(a) pmbms + phbhs ≥ 0, and qwamw + qsams ≥ cm, and qwahw + qsahs ≥ ch.

(b) pmbms + phbhs ≤ 0, and qwamw ≥ cm, and qwahw ≥ ch.
(8)
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In the first case, both types of receivers accept the signal; in the second case, only weak receivers accept

the signal.

Proof. For the senders, suppose low senders do not send a signal, whereas the other senders do. In case

(a), use the strategy profile in which both receivers only accept players with a clear signal. In case (b),

use the strategy profile in which weak receivers only accept players with a clear signal, and in which

strong receivers accept no one.

Claim 6. There is no equilibrium in which medium senders send a buried signal, whereas high senders

send a clear signal.

Proof. In any such equilibrium it follows from (A2) that both types of receivers accept clear signals. In

that case medium senders should deviate by not burying their signal.

Claim 7. There is an equilibrium in which medium senders send no signal, whereas high type senders

send a buried signal iff

rmqwamw + rmqsams ≤ cm and rhqwahw + rhqsahs ≥ ch. (9)

In any such equilibrium, both receivers accept buried signals.

Proof. Suppose low and medium senders send no signal, and high senders send a buried signal. For the

receivers, suppose they only accept buried signals.

Claim 8 (Burying equilibrium). There is an equilibrium in which medium senders send a clear signal

and high type senders send a buried signal iff the following four conditions hold

rm
1− rm

≤ qwamw
qsams

,
rh

1− rh
≥ qwahw

qsahs
, qwamw ≥ cm, and rh(qwahw + qsahs) ≥ ch. (10)

In this equilibrium, weak receivers only accept clear and buried signals and strong receivers only accept

buried signals.

Proof. The first condition ensures that medium senders do not wish to bury their signal, whereas the

second condition ensures that high senders do not wish to send a clear signal. The last two conditions

guarantee that it pays for medium and high senders to pay the cost of a signal. Receivers do not have an

incentive to deviate because of the conditions in (A2).

Claim 9. There is an equilibrium in which medium and high type senders send a buried signal iff one of

the following two cases holds

(a) pmbms + phbhs ≥ 0, and rm(qwamw + qsams) ≥ cm, and rh(qwahw + qsahs) ≥ ch.

(b) pmbms + phbhs ≤ 0, and rmqwamw ≥ cm, and rhqwahw ≥ ch.
(11)

10



In the first case, both types of receivers accept the buried signal; in the second case, only weak receivers

accept the buried signal.

Proof. Consider the strategy profile in which low senders do not send a signal, and the other types of

senders send a buried signal. In case (a), suppose that both types of receivers only accept buried signals.

In case (b), suppose that weak receivers only accept buried signals, whereas strong receivers accept no

one.

2.2 Equilibrium refinement using the Intuitive criterion

Some of the previously discussed equilibrium outcomes appear unreasonable: they require receivers to

hold certain unrealistic beliefs about signals that are not sent along the equilibrium path. In the following,

we use the intuitive criterion1 to exclude such equilibria. The intuitive criterion posits that one should

reject all equilibria that require receivers to believe that a given signal may be sent by a sender who should

never send such signals in the first place (because that sender cannot possibly benefit from sending such

a signal, no matter how the receiver would react). As we shall see, there are certain parameter regions in

which the burying equilibrium is the only equilibrium that is in line with the intuitive criterion.

Claim 1′. An equilibrium in which no one sends a signal fails the intuitive criterion (IC) if at least one

of the following three conditions is satisfied:

(a) qwamw > cm,

(b) qwamw + qsams < cm and qwahw + qsahs > ch,

(c) rm(qwamw + qsams) < cm and rh(qwahw + qsahs) > ch.

(12)

Proof. Suppose there is an equilibrium in which no one sends a signal and condition (a) is satisfied. Then

it must be the case that weak receivers reject clear signals (otherwise (a) implies that medium senders

could deviate profitably by sending a clear signal). However, weak receivers have no incentive to do so:

if they observe a clear signal, they should believe that the sender is either a medium or high type (because

of (A3), low senders would never send a signal). Then (A2) suggests that weak receivers should accept

the clear signal.

Now suppose condition (b) is satisfied. Due to the first inequality in (b), medium senders would not want

to send a clear signal. Thus receivers need to believe that a clear signal is sent by a high sender. The

second inequality in (b) then ensures that high senders have an incentive to send the clear signal.

Case (c) follows similarly, by replacing clear signals with buried signals.

Claim 2′. An equilibrium in which medium senders send a clear signal and high senders send no signal

fails the IC if
rm

1− rm
<
qwamw
qsams

and rh(qwahw + qsahs) > ch. (13)

Proof. Suppose we are in such an equilibrium (in particular, it follows by Claim 2 that only weak re-
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ceivers accept clear signals). The conditions in (13) ensure that only high senders would ever send a

buried signal. Because of (A2), both types of receivers should therefore accept buried signals; in turn,

high senders should send a buried signal.

Claim 3′. There is no equilibrium that satisfies the IC in which medium senders send a buried signal

and high senders send no signal.

Proof. To achieve such an outcome in an equilibrium, it must be the case that weak receivers reject clear

signals (otherwise medium senders could deviate by sending clear signals instead of buried signals).

However, given that low types would never send a clear signal, it follows by (A2) that weak receivers

should not reject clear signals.

Claim 4′. Any equilibrium in which medium senders send no signal and high senders send a clear signal

satisfies the IC.

Proof. The only signal that is not used along the equilibrium path is the buried signal. But given the

conditions in (7), senders have no incentive to send buried signals, no matter how receivers would react.

Claim 5′. An equilibrium in which medium and high senders send a clear signal fails the IC if

pmbms + phbhs < 0,
rm

1− rm
<
qwamw
qsams

, and
rh

1− rh
>
qwahw
qsahs

. (14)

Proof. Because of the first inequality in (14) and Claim 5, only weak receivers accept clear signals in

such an equilibrium. The second inequality in (14) suggests that medium senders would never benefit

from sending a buried signal, whereas the third inequality in (14) suggests that high senders may benefit

from doing so. The IC thus suggests that both types of receivers should accept buried signals, and that

high senders should send buried signals.

Claim 7′. An equilibrium in which medium senders send no signal and high senders send a buried signal

fails the IC if at least one of the following three conditions is satisfied:

(a) qwamw > cm, (b) qwamw + qsams < cm, (c)
rh

1− rh
<
qwahw
qsahs

. (15)

Proof. In case (a), medium senders should send a clear signal (and weak receivers should accept such

signals because of the IC). In case (b) or case (c), high senders should send a clear signal (in case (b),

both types of receivers should accept the clear signal; in case (c), weak receivers should accept the clear

signal).
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Claim 9′. An equilibrium in which medium and high senders send a buried signal fails the IC if one of

the following two conditions hold:

(a) pmbms + phbhs ≥ 0 and either rm
1−rm < qwamw

qsams
, or rh

1−rh <
qwahw
qsahs

,

(b) pmbms + phbhs < 0
(16)

Proof. In case (a) the equilibrium fails the IC because either medium senders or high senders prefer to

send the clear signal (which at least the weak receivers should accept). In case (b), both types of senders,

medium and high, prefer to send the clear signal.

Theorem 1. Suppose parameters are such that there is a burying equilibrium, with all inequalities in

(10) being strict.

1. If pmbms + phbhs < 0, the burying equilibrium is the only equilibrium that satisfies the IC.

2. Otherwise there are two possible equilibrium outcomes that are consistent with IC: the burying

equilibrium, and a partial pooling equilibrium in which medium and high types send a clear signal

(which is accepted by both types of receivers).

Proof. Suppose parameters are such that all inequalities for the existence of a burying equilibrium in (10)

are strict. Let us go through all cases to check whether there is any other equilibrium that is consistent

with the IC.

1. Because of (10) and the assumption of strict inequality, we have qwamw > cm. Thus, the pooling

equilibrium in Claim 1 is ruled out by the IC, see (12).

2. Conditions (10) and the assumption of strict inequality imply rm
1−rm <

qwamw

qsams
and rh(qwahw+qsahs)>

ch. Thus, the equilibrium outcome described in Claim 2 is ruled out by the IC, see (13).

3. As shown in Claim 3’, there is no equilibrium that satisfies the IC in which medium senders send

buried signal and high senders send no signal.

4. Because of (7), the equilibrium in Claim 4 requires qwamw + qsams ≤ cm. This is inconsistent with

the requirement qwamw > cm, which follows from (10) and the assumption of strict inequality.

5. Because of Claim 5’, the IC allows us to exclude the equilibrium outcomes described in (8b). How-

ever, the equilibrium outcomes described in (8a) are consistent with the conditions for a burying

equilibrium (10), and they satisfy the IC. In this equilibrium, medium and high senders send a

clear signal, which is accepted by both receivers.

6. As shown for Claim 6, there is no equilibrium in which medium senders send a buried signal and high

senders send a clear signal.

7. The equilibrium outcome in Claim 7 requires qwamw + qsams ≤ cm. This is ruled out by the

assumption that qwamw > cm.
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8. Case 8 corresponds to the burying equilibrium, which satisfies the IC trivially (because there are no

unused signals).

9. Conditions (10) and the assumption of strict inequality imply rm
1−rm < qwamw

qsams
. As a consequence, one

of the conditions in (16) is always met. Thus an equilibrium outcome in which medium senders

and high senders send a buried signal violates the IC.

3 Model extensions

3.1 Extension 1: Non-uniform interaction probabilities

In the baseline model, we have assumed that every type of sender has the same chance to interact with

a certain receiver type. In this subsection, we drop this assumption. We consider the same three sender

types and two receiver types as in the baseline model. Again, the proportions of the three sender types

are given by ph, pm and pl, respectively, with ph + pm + pl = 1. However, this time we assume that the

probability that a sender of type i interacts with a receiver of type j is qij . These conditional probabilities

are normalized such that for each sender type i, we have qis+qiw = 1. Moreover, we assume that qij > 0

for all senders i and all receivers j; that is, all pairings have a positive probability to occur.

The game proceeds similar to the baseline case. First, a sender type is randomly chosen according

to the probability distribution p = (ph, pm, pl). Then this sender of type i is randomly matched with a

receiver, chosen with respect to the distribution qi = (qis, qiw). Players know their own type, and all

relevant probability distributions p and qi, but they cannot tell the co-player’s type directly. Then the

sender either sends a buried signal, a clear signal, or no signal, and the receiver determines whether or

not to accept the sender based on the observed signal. For simplicity, we assume here that all senders get

the same payoff aij := a from partnering with any given receiver, whereas the receiver’s payoff bij still

depends on both players’ types. Moreover, we still suppose the assumptions (A1)–(A3) to hold (for what

follows, Assumption (A4) will not be necessary). In this case, we get the following characterization for

the existence of a burying equilibrium.

Theorem 2. For the model extension with non-uniform interaction probabilities, there is a burying equi-

librium in which high senders bury their signal, medium senders use a clear signal, and low senders do

not signal if and only if

rh ≥ qhw, rm ≤ qmw, rh · a ≥ ch, and qmw · a ≥ cm. (17)

In this equilibrium, strong receivers only accept a sender when they observe a buried signal, whereas

weak receivers additionally accept senders with clear signals.

The proof of this theorem is analogous to the corresponding proof of the baseline case, and is there-

fore omitted. But while the conditions (17) for a burying equilibrium are formally similar to the respec-
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tive conditions (10) in the baseline case, the interpretation is now slightly different. Instead of requiring

that high senders gain a sufficiently high payoff from interactions with strong receivers, the first condition

in (17) now requires them to meet strong receivers sufficiently often.

This interpretation is closely related to the model by Carbajal et al (“Inconspicuous conspicuous con-

sumption”2). Their model considers a population of senders who differ along two dimensions, wealth

and social connectedness. To signal their type, senders can either buy a “subtle” status good, a “loud”

status good, or no status good (which naturally map to our three signal types). After choosing consump-

tion, the sender interacts with an observer who is either discerning or undiscerning. Only discerning

observers take notice of subtle goods. Senders who are better connected are more likely to interact with

discerning observers. Under these assumptions, it is shown that the equilibrium is monotonic with re-

spect to a sender’s connectedness: when two senders of equal wealth are compared, it can never occur

that the less connected sender purchases a subtle good whereas the better connected sender does not.

Our model extension gives a similar conclusion: while it can never happen that a medium type sends

a buried signal whereas the high type sends a clear signal (see Claim 6), the converse case can occur

if high types are better connected with strong receivers (Theorem 2). However, we note that Carbajal

et al2 do not yield our original interpretation for a burying equilibrium: in their model, senders cannot

use a subtle signal to communicate that they strongly prefer interactions with discerning observers to

interactions with undiscerning observers.

3.2 Extension 2: Revelation probabilities that depend on the receiver’s type

In the baseline model, the probability that a buried signal becomes revealed only depends on the type

of the sender. Instead, we shall now consider the case in which a buried signal becomes revealed with

probability rij with i ∈ {h,m, l} being the type of the sender and j ∈ {s, w} being the type of the re-

ceiver. Such a model may be realistic, for example, if strong receivers pay more attention to find buried

signals, or if the sender choose the way to bury a signal exactly so as to exclude a particular group of

receivers. When revelation probabilities depend on the receiver’s type, strong and weak receivers have

a different probability to identify high senders in a burying equilibrium, as depicted in Fig. S3a. Such

a model extension leads to the following minor modifications for the conditions of a burying equilibrium.

Theorem 3. In the model in which revelation probabilities also depend on the type of the sender, there

exists a burying equilibrium if and only if

rms
1− rmw

≤ qwamw
qsams

,
rhs

1− rhw
≥ qwahw

qsahs
, qwamw ≥ cm, qwrhwahw + qsrhsahs ≥ ch. (18)

The comparative statics of these conditions is similar to the baseline model – burying is most likely

to arise if high senders particularly value interactions with strong receivers (i.e., if ahw/ahs is small),

or if buried signals from high senders become more easily revealed (if rhs and rhw are close to one).

However, as the following result shows, inhomogeneous revelation probabilities may further facilitate
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the emergence of a burying equilibrium (see Fig. S3b,c for a numerical example).

Corrolary 1. Suppose that high senders prefer interactions with strong receivers over interactions with

weak receivers, ahs > ahw, and suppose that buried signals of high senders are revealed with probabil-

ities rhs and rhw, respectively. We define the associated homogeneous scenario by considering the case

in which the buried signals of high senders become revealed with uniform probability

rh := rhs · qs + rhw · qw (19)

to both receiver types. Then inhomogeneous revelation probabilities rhs 6= rhw facilitate burying in the

following sense:

1. Whenever the conditions for a burying equilibrium are satisfied with respect to the homogeneous

scenario, they are also satisfied with respect to any inhomogeneous scenario for which rhs>rhw.

2. Conversely, there are parameter regions in which inhomogeneous probabilities rhs > rhw allow

for a burying equilibrium, although the associated homogeneous scenario does not.

Proof. Because ahs > ahw, the weighted sums satisfy the inequality

λ1ahs + (1− λ1)ahw > λ2ahs + (1− λ2)ahw (20)

if and only if λ1 > λ2. By defining λ1 := rhsqs/rh and λ2 := qs, we may thus conclude that

rhsqs
rh

ahs +
rhwqw
rh

ahw > qsahs + qwahw (21)

if and only if rhs > rh, or equivalently, if and only if rhs > rhw.

For the first statement of the corollary, we note that if the conditions in (18) pertaining to the high

type are satisfied in the homogeneous scenario, and hence

rh(qsahs + qwahw) ≥ qwahw

rh(qsahs + qwahw) ≥ ch,
(22)

then (21) guarantees that also the analogous conditions for the inhomogeneous scenario hold,

rhsqsahs + rhwqwahw ≥ qwahw

rhsqsahs + rhwqwahw ≥ ch,
(23)

provided that rhs > rhw. The second statement of the corollary follows from the fact that the inequality

in (21) is strict.

Thus, if high senders particularly value strong receivers, a burying equilibrium emerges more easily

if strong receivers are in turn more likely to observe the buried signals of high senders.
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Given the conditions in (18) are satisfied, we note again that the burying equilibrium is the only

equilibrium that is consistent with the intuitive criterion if pmbms + phbhs < 0. Otherwise, if pmbms +

phbhs ≥ 0, the intuitive criterion also supports a pooling equilibrium in which both high and medium

senders use a clear signal.

3.3 Extension 3: Sender determines revelation probability

In the baseline model, we have taken the revelation probability of a buried signal as an exogenous pa-

rameter. However, in many applications the sender may have some discretion over the likelihood that a

hidden signal will eventually be revealed. In the following, let us incorporate this scenario as follows.

As before, we assume that the sender can choose whether or not to pay the cost of the signal. If he does,

he additionally determines a probability r ∈ R with which the signal will be revealed, whereR ⊆ [0, 1]

is the set of feasible revelation probabilities, which we posit to include 1. Choosing r = 1 then corre-

sponds to the previous case of a clear signal, whereas any choice with r < 1 entails some burying. If a

signal gets revealed, the receiver observes the signal as well as the chosen revelation probability r. The

receiver then decides whether to accept or reject the sender, given his information. Overall, the sender’s

strategy is thus a function of the sender’s type to the set of possible signals, {h,m, l} → {∅,R}, where

∅ refers to not sending a signal. A receiver’s strategy, on the other hand, takes the form of a function

{∅,R} → {Accept,Reject}.
The following result shows that the previously discussed burying equilibrium has a natural analogue

in the extended game.

Theorem 4. In the extended game, there is an equilibrium in which high types choose a buried signal

(rh<1) whereas medium types choose a clear signal (rm=1) if and only if

qwamw ≥ cm, (24)

and there is an r̂ ∈ R such that

qwahw
qsahs

≤ r̂

1− r̂
≤ qwamw

qsams
and r̂ ≥ ch

qwahw + qsahs
. (25)

In the only such equilibrium compatible with the intuitive criterion, high senders choose the maximum

revelation probability,

r̂h = max
{
r̂ ∈ R

∣∣∣ r̂ satisfies the inequalities (25)
}
. (26)

Proof. Consider the following strategy profile: high senders choose a r̂h that satisfies the inequali-

ties (25); medium senders choose r̂m = 1; low senders decide not to pay the cost for a signal; strong

receivers accept senders for which they know that r ≤ r̂h; and weak receivers accept everyone who

sends a signal. We first show that this is an equilibrium.

High senders have no incentive to deviate: by reducing their rh they are only less likely to be iden-
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tified as high senders without having any additional advantage; by increasing rh they lose all strong

receivers, which is unprofitable by the first inequality in (25); finally, sending no signal is unprofitable by

the last inequality in (25). Medium senders have no incentive to deviate either: by reducing their rm, they

may get accepted by strong receivers, but they also risk losing some of the weak receivers; the net effect

is zero or negative, due to the second inequality in (25). They also have no incentive not to send a signal,

because of (24). Low senders do not benefit from deviating because of assumption (A3). Given the

senders’ actions played in equilibrium, receivers react optimally according to assumption (A2). Hence

the above specified strategy profile constitutes an equilibrium.

Conversely, if either (24) or one of the inequalities in (25) does not hold, there can be no equilibrium

with the desired properties. If (24) was violated, medium senders would prefer not to send the clear

signal. If the first inequality in (25) was violated, high senders would prefer to send a clear signal instead

of a buried signal. If the second inequality in (25) was violated, medium senders would prefer to bury

their signal too. And if the last inequality was violated, high senders would prefer not to pay the costs

for a signal.

Finally, suppose high senders choose a revelation probability compatible with inequalities (25), but

not the maximally possible value given by (26). By the intuitive criterion, both receiver types would also

accept higher values of rh, provided that the inequalities (25) are still satisfied. Hence high senders can

deviate by choosing a higher revelation probability.

The above result thus ensures that burying equilibria can also emerge when revelation probabilities

are not exogenously given, but endogenously determined by the sender. Moreover, the result suggests

that populations would naturally settle at an equilibrium where revelation probabilities are chosen op-

timally – they are chosen as high as possible, subject to the constraint that they still allow high type

senders to differentiate themselves from medium types.

In Fig. 5, we discuss an explicit example. Senders can choose between two different burying devices.

The first burying device yields a slightly buried signal (with revelation probability 2/3), whereas the

second burying device leads to a considerably buried signal (with revelation probability 1/3). Thus the

set of feasible revelation probabilities is R = {1/3, 2/3, 1}. In that case, Theorem 4 implies that there

can only be a burying equilibrium in which high senders use a considerably buried signal if

qsahs
qwahw

≥ 2 ≥ qsams
qwamw

. (27)

Similarly, there can only be a burying equilibrium in which high senders use a slightly buried signal if

qsahs
qwahw

≥ 1/2 ≥ qsams
qwamw

. (28)

If the latter equilibrium exists, it is also the equilibrium that is selected by the intuitive criterion. Fig. 5b
summarizes these findings in a graph where the x-axis depicts the medium sender’s relative preference

for strong receivers, ams/amw, whereas they y-axis gives the high sender’s relative preference for strong
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receivers, ahs/ahw (assuming that the other conditions required by Theorem 4 are satisfied). Fig. 5c
confirms these predictions using evolutionary simulations. If the medium sender shows no particular

interest in strong receivers, high senders only need to slightly bury their signal to achieve separation.

However, as medium senders become increasingly interested in strong receivers, high senders are either

forced to considerably bury their signal, or full separation becomes infeasible.

3.4 Extension 4: Comparison with a classical signaling model

In the previous models, high senders could only distinguish themselves from medium senders by burying

their signal. It may thus appear that burying a signal is just a mechanism to make a given signal more

expensive, and that a similar effect could be achieved by considering a classical signaling model in which

players can choose among various signals that come with different costs. In the following, we thus extend

our model by allowing for alternative signals. We show that while a classical signaling model may also

lead to full separation, the comparative statics is different.

To see this, let us consider a model in which there are two types of signals, signal 1 and signal 2, with

costs c1i and c2i for i∈{l,m, h}, respectively (see Fig. 4a of the main text). We shall assume that signal 2

is more costly for each type, c1i < c2i for all i. Senders may choose whether they want to pay the cost

for one of the signals, and if they choose signal 1, whether they want to bury it. Receivers again need to

decide whether or not to accept the respective sender. We say that players are in a burying equilibrium

if they are in an equilibrium in which high and medium types choose the first signal, but only high types

bury their signal. In contrast, we say that players are in a classical separating equilibrium, if high type

senders use signal 2 and medium senders use signal 1. In the following, we provide conditions for these

two equilibrium scenarios to occur.

Theorem 5 (Burying equilibria versus classical signaling).

1. There is a strategic burying equilibrium if and only if

rm
1− rm

≤ qwamw
qsams

,
rh

1− rh
≥ qwahw

qsahs
, qwamw ≥ c1m, qwahw + qsahs ≥

c1h
rh
. (29)

2. There is a classical separating equilibrium if and only if

c2m − c1m ≥ qsams, c2h − c1h ≤ qsahs, qwamw ≥ c1m, qwahw + qsahs ≥ c2h. (30)

Proof. 1. The conditions for the burying equilibrium are the same as before (see Eqs. (10)). To make

sure this is an equilibrium also in the extended model, we only need to specify that both types of

receivers would reject any sender using the second signal.

2. Consider the strategy profile according to which high senders use signal 2, medium senders use

signal 1, low senders do not send a signal, strong receivers only accept signal 2, and weak receivers

accept any costly signal. Then the first condition in (30) ensures that medium senders prefer
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sending signal 1 over signal 2; the second condition guarantees that high senders prefer signal 2

over signal 1. The last two conditions again ensure that both sender types have an incentive to send

some signal. Given these behaviors of the senders, the receivers’ strategies in the strategy profile

correspond to a best response.

While the two conditions (29) and (30) are formally similar, there is one important difference. The

first two conditions in (30) involve absolute payoff terms, ams and ahs, whereas the first two conditions

in (29) involve relative payoff terms, amw/ams and ahw/ahs. For classical signaling, high senders need

to be compensated for paying the higher cost of the signal; for the burying equilibrium, high senders

need to be compensated for losing out on the weak receivers. If weak receivers are of little interest to

high senders, the latter requirement is easy to satisfy.

To further facilitate a comparison between burying a signal and classical signaling, let us consider

the special case in which the costs of the second signal correspond to the effective cost of burying the

first signal, c2i = c1i /ri. In that case, conditions (29) and (30) can be rewritten as

Burying equilibrium:
c2m − c1m
c1m

≥ qsams

qwamw
,

c2h − c1h
c1h

≤ qsahs
qwahw

, qwamw ≥ c1m, qwahw + qsahs ≥ c2h.

Classical separation: c2m − c1m ≥ qsams, c2h − c1h ≤ qsahs, qwamw ≥ c1m, qwahw + qsahs ≥ c2h.

The latter two inequalities in these two sets of conditions coincide. But in the first two inequalities for

the classical separating equilibrium, only absolute quantities matter (e.g., the absolute value of strong

receivers). For the burying equilibrium, on the other hand, only relative quantities matter (e.g., the value

of strong receivers compared to the value of weak receivers).

To illustrate these differences, let us consider an example in which all sender types have the same

revelation probabilities, rh = rm = rl = r = 1/3, and where medium and high senders have the same

costs for sending a signal, c1h = c1m = c1 = 1/3 and c2h = c2m = 3 (the costs for the low sender are

assumed to be prohibitively high to prevent low types from sending any signal). Furthermore, we assume

that the players derive the following payoffs from an interaction (the first value gives the payoff of the

sender, the second value is the payoff of the receiver),

s w

h ahs , 1 ahw , 1

m 3,−2 3, 1

l 3,−10 3,−10

Given these parameter values, the conditions (29) imply that there is a burying equilibrium if high senders

derive a sufficient payoff to be willing to pay the cost of a signal, r(qsahs + qwahw) ≥ c1, and if they
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prefer to bury the signal rather than sending a clear signal, ahs ≥ (1 − rh)/rh · qwahw/qs. Similarly, it

follows from (30) that we can get a classical separating equilibrium if high senders find it worthwhile to

pay the higher cost, ahs ≥ (c2−c1)/qs. Fig. 4 in the main text illustrates these two possible outcomes in

a graph in which the x–axis shows the payoff of a high sender against a strong receiver, and in which the

y–axis gives his payoff against a weak receiver. In particular, the graph shows that when high senders

derive an intermediate value from interacting with strong receivers, but a low payoff from weak receivers,

then only burying allows for full separation.

Classical signaling and the burying of a signal do not only differ in their comparative statics – they

also differ in their respective welfare consequences. In a classical separating equilibrium, the expected

payoff over the whole population sums up to

πCS = ph

[
qs
(
ahs + bhs

)
+ qw

(
ahw + bhw

)
− c2h

]
+ pm

[
qw(amw + bmw)− c1m

]
(31)

In contrast, the overall payoff in the burying equilibrium amounts to

πBU = ph

[
rh

(
qs
(
ahs + bhs

)
+ qw

(
ahw + bhw

))
− c1h

]
+ pm

[
qw(amw + bmw)− c1m

]
(32)

In particular, in a classical signaling model, the price for full separation is entirely paid by the sender

population (in form of the cost terms c2h and c1m). In contrast, in a burying equilibrium, the senders’ way

to achieve full separation also affects the receivers’ payoffs – in form of opportunity costs (1 − rh)bhj

when the hidden signal does not become revealed. Overall, burying a signal will be more efficient if

πBU − πCS = ph

[(
c2h − c1h

)
− (1− rh)

(
qs(ahs + bhs) + qw(ahw + bhw)

]
> 0; (33)

that is, if the cost of the more elaborate signal is large compared to the negative consequences of sending

a buried signal.

3.5 Extension 5: Burying in a model with many types

The previous models were meant to be as simple as possible – we introduced the minimum number of

sender and receiver types necessary to allow for burying equilibria. In this model extension, we aim to

show how our framework can be extended to the case of many sender and receiver types (see Fig. S4 for

a graphical representation). We consider a model in which there are m different types of senders, such

that the type space for senders takes the form S = {S1, . . . , Sm}. The proportion of senders of type Si
is given by pi > 0. Similarly, we consider n different receivers and we denote the set of all possible

receiver types as R = {R1, . . . , Rn}, with qj > 0 denoting the respective proportion of each receiver

type. As in the baseline model, a sender of type Si can choose to pay a cost ci > 0 for a signal, and he

can decide whether or not he wants to bury the signal. If buried, his signal is revealed with probability

ri, in which case it becomes known to the receiver that the signal was hidden. If a sender of type Si
interacts with a receiver of type Rj , the sender’s payoff is aij , whereas the receiver’s payoff is bij . As in
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the baseline model, we assume here that senders always prefer to be accepted,

(A1′) aij≥0 for all i, j.

Later we will formulate additional assumptions. These assumptions will allow us to derive conditions

for a burying equilibrium in which the quality of a sender can be inferred from his chosen signal. Under

the given assumptions, we will see that senders who choose to bury the signal are exactly those senders

who receivers prefer the most, and receivers who condition their behavior on buried signals are exactly

those receivers who are most selective.

We first introduce some further notation. For a given pure strategy profile, let SB , SC , and SN denote

those sender types who send a buried signal, a clear signal, and no signal, respectively (in particular, SB ,

SC , and SN are disjoint sets such that SB ∪SC ∪SN = S). Similarly, letRB, RC , andRN refer to the

subset of receiver types who accept the respective signal; since receivers may accept more than one signal

type, these sets do not need to be disjoint. Using this notation, we get the following characterization of

pure equilibria for the extended model.

Theorem 6 (Equilibria of the model with arbitrarily many types). A pure strategy profile for the extended
game with multiple types is an equilibrium if and only if

For all Si ∈ SB :
ri

1− ri

 ∑
Rj∈RB

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RC

qjaij

 ≥ ∑
Rj∈RC

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RN

qjaij and
∑

Rj∈RB

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RN

qjaij ≥
ci
ri

(34a)

For all Si ∈ SC :
ri

1− ri

 ∑
Rj∈RB

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RC

qjaij

 ≤ ∑
Rj∈RC

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RN

qjaij and
∑

Rj∈RC

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RN

qjaij ≥ ci

(34b)

For all Si ∈ SN :
∑

Rj∈RC

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RN

qjaij ≤ ci and
∑

Rj∈RB

qjaij −
∑

Rj∈RN

qjaij ≤
ci
ri

(34c)

For all Rj ∈ RB :
∑

Si∈SB

pibij ≥ 0; For all Rj /∈ RB :
∑

Si∈SB

pibij ≤ 0; (34d)

For all Rj ∈ RC :
∑

Si∈SC

pibij ≥ 0; For all Rj /∈ RC :
∑

Si∈SC

pibij ≤ 0; (34e)

For all Rj ∈ RN :
∑

Si∈SN

pibij ≥ 0; For all Rj /∈ RN :
∑

Si∈SN

pibij ≤ 0; (34f)

Proof. The inequalities in (34a) guarantee that senders who make use of buried signals do not have an

incentive to deviate; the first inequality ensures that they do not want to send a clear signal, and the second

inequality makes sure that they want to pay the cost ci for a signal. Similarly, the first inequality in (34b)

ensures that senders with a clear signal do not wish to bury their signal, while the second inequality

ensures that they want to send a signal, as opposed to sending no signal. According to the first inequality

in (34c), senders who do not send a signal cannot benefit from sending a clear signal, whereas the second

inequality implies that they do not benefit from sending a buried signal. The conditions (34d) – (34f)
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state that receivers accept exactly those signals for which they can expect to end up with a partner that

yields a non-negative expected payoff.

As an immediate consequence of this Theorem, we note that it only pays to pay the cost of a signal,

or to bury a signal, if this is required to get access to certain receivers.

Corrolary 2. For any pure equilibrium in which some senders use buried signals, SB 6= ∅, it follows

that there are receivers who require exactly such signals, RB 6⊆ RC and RB 6⊆ RN . Similarly, in any

pure equilibrium in which senders use clear signals SC 6= ∅, there are receivers who accept clear signals

but who wouldn’t accept no signal,RC 6⊆ RN .

Proof. If RB ⊆ RN then the second inequality in (34a) cannot be satisfied; if RB ⊆ RC , the first

inequality in (34a) cannot be satisfied. An analogous argument shows that RC ⊆RN is incompatible

with the assumption that the strategy profile is an equilibrium.

Formally, the conditions in Theorem 6 resemble the previous inequalities needed for a burying equilib-

rium, see conditions (10). However, in contrast to the results of the baseline model, the conditions in

Theorem 6 do not yet allow us to give an intuitive explanation for who will bury the signal, and for who

will require buried signals. To derive such an intuitive explanation, we will make use of some further

assumptions in the following, which make burying most likely to occur. First, as in the baseline model,

let us assume that receivers can be ordered according to their selectivity, and senders can be ordered

according to their quality as an interaction partner.

(A2′) If i < j and k < l, then bik < bjk and bik < bil.

The first inequality for receiver payoffs bik < bjk incorporates our assumption that senders Sj with a

higher index j are more preferred interaction partners. The second inequality bik < bil reflects the as-

sumption that receivers with a lower index k have an incentive to be more selective, as they derive a lower

benefit from interactions with any given sender. Senders Si with a low index i thus resemble the senders

of low quality of our baseline model, whereas receivers Rk with a low index k resemble the strong re-

ceivers. The monotonicity assumption (A2′) is illustrated in Fig. S4b. When this assumption holds, the

behavior of receivers in equilibrium is in fact monotonic, as formalized in the following Proposition.

Proposition 1. Consider a pure equilibrium that involves some burying, SB 6= ∅. Then k < l and

Rk ∈ RB imply Rl ∈ RB . Similarly, provided that SC 6= ∅ and SN 6= ∅, we can conclude that

Rk ∈ RC implies Rl ∈ RC , and that Rk ∈ RN implies Rl ∈ RN , respectively.

Proof. By Theorem 6, the assumption Rk ∈ RB requires
∑

Si∈SB pibik ≥ 0. Assumption (A2’) then

implies that
∑

Si∈SB pibil > 0, and thus Theorem 6 again guarantees Rl ∈ RB . The proof for RC and

forRN are analogous.

Proposition 1 allows us to rank two different receivers Rk and Rl according to their tolerance level

in equilibrium. It is always the receiver with the higher index who is more tolerant – when k < l and
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receiver Rk accepts a given sender, then so will receiver Rl. Together with Corrolary 2, this allows us to

derive the following conclusion:

Corrolary 3. In any pure equilibrium in which SB , SC and SN are non-empty, there are numbers

nO < nC < nN such that the sets of receivers who accept a given signal type take the form

RN = {RnN , RnN+1, . . . , Rn}
RC = {RnC , RnC+1, . . . , Rn}
RB = {RnO , RnO+1, . . . , Rn} ,

(35)

where the case nX > n is allowed to produce the empty set, RX = ∅. In particular, the behaviors of

receivers are ordered,RN $ RC $ RB .

This corrolary states that any receiver who accepts no signals would also accept clear signals, and

any receiver who accepts clear signals would also accept buried signals. That is, more elaborate signals

are universally appreciated; it is never perceived as negative if a sender has been observed to bury his

signal.

If we aim to establish a similar ranking among sender types, it is useful to introduce a few further

assumptions. First, to facilitate comparisons, let us restrict ourselves to senders who are comparable in

their revelation probabilities, and in their absolute costs to send the signal, ri = r and ci = c for all

1 ≤ i ≤ m. Moreover, let us assume that the senders’ payoffs are subject to the following condition.

(A3′) If i < j and k < l, then aik < ajk and
aik
ail

<
ajk
ajl

.

The first inequality on the senders’ payoffs, aik < ajk, states that high type senders (who are more

preferred by receivers) also have a higher incentive to engage in interactions with receivers. The second

inequality in addition requires that the higher the type of the sender, the more the sender prefers interac-

tions with strong receivers (with small index k) to interactions with weak receivers (with higher index l).

The latter inequality in assumption (A3′) is motivated by the conditions required for the burying equilib-

rium in (10). Also there we have seen that burying is more likely to arise in equilibrium if high types are

preferentially interested in strong receivers. To proceed further, we need the following technical result.

Lemma 1. Consider two positive n-tuples x = (x1, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, . . . , yn) such that for all

1 ≤ k < l ≤ n we have xk/xl < yk/yl. Then∑
k∈K xk∑
l∈L xl

<

∑
k∈K yk∑
l∈L yl

(36)

for all non-empty index subsets K,L ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that max(K) < min(L).

Proof. Due to the stated assumptions, we have xkyl < xlyk for all k ∈ K and l ∈ L. Thus we get the
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same relationship when we sum up over all k ∈ K and l ∈ L, yielding∑
k∈K, l∈L

xkyl <
∑

k∈K, l∈L
xlyk, (37)

which is equivalent to inequality (36).

Using Lemma 1 and assumption (A3′), we can establish the following monotonicity relationship among

senders.

Proposition 2. Consider a pure equilibrium in which all signals are used, SB,SC ,SN 6= ∅, and let

i < j. Then Si ∈ SB implies Sj ∈ SB – if the lower type buries in equilibrium, then so does the higher

type. Similarly, if i < j < i′ and Si, Si′ ∈ SC then Sj ∈ SC , and if Si′ ∈ SN then Sj ∈ SN .

Proof. When Si ∈SB , Theorem 6 and Corrolary 3 imply
∑

Rk∈RB\RN
qkaik ≥ c

r . Due to assumption

(A3′), it follows that
∑

Rk∈RB\RN
qkajk >

c
r , and hence Sj 6∈ SN . Similarly, because of Theorem 6

and Corrolary 3 we have ∑
Rk∈RB\RC

qkaik∑
Rl∈RC\RN

qkail
≥ 1− r

r
. (38)

As of assumption (A3′), we have aik/ail < ajk/ajl for all k < l. Moreover, by Corrolary 3, the indices

k used in the numerator on the left hand’s side of (38) are strictly smaller than the indices l used in the

denominator. Hence, by defining x = (ai1, . . . , ain) and y = (aj1, . . . , ajn), we can use Lemma 1 to

conclude ∑
Rk∈RB\RC

qkajk∑
Rl∈RC\RN

qkajl
>

1− r
r

, (39)

such that Theorem 6 implies Sj 6∈ SC . Hence, Sj ∈ SB .

To show that i < j < i′ and Si, Si′ ∈ SC implies Sj ∈ SC , we can proceed similarly. Again, the

conditions i < j, Si ∈ SC imply Sj 6∈ SN , whereas the conditions j < i′, Si′ ∈ SC imply Sj 6∈ SB . We

conclude Sj ∈ SC . Analogously one can show that j < i′ and Si′ ∈ SN imply Sj ∈ SN .

As in the case of different receivers, Proposition 2 allows us to rank different senders Si and Sj
according to their behavior in a burying equilibrium.

Corrolary 4. In any pure equilibrium in which SB , SC and SN are non-empty, there are numbers

1 < mC < mO < m such that the sets of senders who use a given signal take the form

SN = {S1, S2, . . . , SmC−1}
SC = {SmC , SmC+1, . . . , SmO−1}
SB = {SmO , SmO+1, . . . , Sm} .

(40)

Thus, the higher the type of the sender, the more elaborate the type of the signal that he will use in

equilibrium.
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We can summarize these results by rephrasing Theorem 6 as follows.

Theorem 7 (Burying equilibria in a model with arbitrarily many types). Under the assumptions (A1′)
– (A3′), and given that ri = r and ci = c for all senders Si, there is a pure equilibrium for which
SB,SC ,SN 6= ∅ if and only if there are numbers 1 < mC < mO < m and nO < nC < nN such that

For all Si with i ≥ mO :
r

1− r
≥

∑
nC≤j<nN

qjaij∑
nO≤j<nC

qjaij
and

∑
nO≤j<nN

qjaij ≥
c

r
(41a)

For all Si with mC ≤ i < mO :
r

1− r
≤

∑
nC≤j<nN

qjaij∑
nO≤j<nC

qjaij
and

∑
nC≤j<nN

qjaij ≥ c (41b)

For all Si with i < mC :
∑

nC≤j<nN

qjaij ≤ c and
∑

nO≤j<nN

qjaij ≤
c

r
(41c)

For all Rj with j ≥ nO :
∑

i≥mO

pibij ≥ 0; For all Rj with j < nO :
∑

i≥mO

pibij ≤ 0; (41d)

For all Rj with j ≥ nC :
∑

mC≤i<mO

pibij ≥ 0; For all Rj with j < nC :
∑

mC≤i<mO

pibij ≤ 0; (41e)

For all Rj with j ≥ nN :
∑

i≥mO

pibij ≥ 0; For all Rj with j < nN :
∑

i≥mO

pibij ≤ 0; (41f)

The senders Si with i ≥ mO are exactly those senders who bury their signal in equilibrium, whereas

senders with mC ≤ i < mO use clear signals and senders with i < mC use no signal. Similarly,

receivers Rj with j ≥ nO accept buried signals, and receivers with j ≥ nC and j ≥ nN accept clear

signals and no signal, respectively.

We note that conditions (41a) and (41b) exactly reproduce conditions (10) for the existence of a bury-

ing equilibrium in the baseline model. There, condition (41c) is trivially satisfied because of Assumption

(A3), and the conditions (41d) – (41f) are met due to the assumption (A2).

In this subsection, we have considered a model that allows for more than three different types of

senders and for more than two different receiver types. With Theorem 6 we provide a general character-

ization of all pure equilibria that can occur. As one may expect, these conditions are more elaborate than

the conditions in the baseline model, potentially leading to somewhat irregular behaviors in equilibrium.

To give more intuitive insights, we have added further assumptions, stating that receivers can be ordered

according to their selectivity, senders can be ordered according to their quality, and high senders prefer to

interact with strong receivers. Given these assumptions, we have derived simple monotonicity relation-

ships. In a burying equilibrium, the quality of a sender can be inferred from his chosen signal. Senders

who choose to bury the signal are exactly those senders who receivers prefer the most. Conversely, re-
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ceivers who condition their behavior on buried signals are exactly those receivers who are most selective,

as depicted in Fig. S4c.

3.6 An alternative model for burying

In the following, let us consider an alternative model that yields a complementary interpretation for why

players may bury their positive signals. Again, there are three types of senders (low, medium, and high).

As before, a sender’s type is private information: senders know their own type, but receivers only know

the respective distribution p = (pl, pm, ph). Senders can signal their type by choosing an element in

σ ∈ {b, c,n}. The element n incurs no cost, and corresponds to the option not to send any signal.

The element c incurs a cost ci that depends on the type of the sender i ∈ {l,m, h}, and is interpreted

as a clear signal. When choosing the element b, which incurs the same cost ci as a clear signal, the

signal is buried. Buried signals either become revealed and tagged as being buried with probability ri
and i ∈ {l,m, h}; otherwise buried signals go unnoticed. In the latter case, the receiver does not know

whether the sender has used a buried signal (which the receiver failed to notice), or whether the sender

has not sent a signal at all.

In contrast to our previous model, we now only consider one type of receiver. After observing

the sender’s signal σ, the receiver forms updated beliefs p′ = (p′l, p
′
m, p

′
h) about the distribution of the

sender’s type according to Bayes’ rule, given the strategies used by the senders. In this alternative model,

receivers are not required to make a decision whether to accept the sender. Instead, the payoff of a sender

of type i is proportional to some non-negative benefit function fi(p′) of the receiver’s updated belief.

We assume that the functions fi satisfy the following monotonicity conditions for any updated beliefs

p′ = (p′l, p
′
m, p

′
h) and p̃′ = (p̃′l, p̃

′
m, p̃

′
h):

1. If p′l= p̃′l, p
′
m<p̃

′
m, and p′h>p̃

′
h then fi(p′)>fi(p̃′).

2. If p′l<p̃
′
l, p

′
m= p̃′m, and p′h>p̃

′
h then fi(p′)>fi(p̃′).

3. If p′l<p̃
′
l, p

′
m>p̃

′
m, and p′h= p̃′h then fi(p′)>fi(p̃′).

These conditions guarantee that senders prefer to be seen as of higher quality. For example, if two

posteriors p′ and p̃′ are the same, except for the fact that according to p′ it is more likely that the sender

is of high type as opposed to a medium type, then senders get a higher benefit under p′ than under p̃′.

If a sender’s estimated quality is p′, then the payoff of a sender of type i is ui = fi(p
′) − ci if the

sender paid a cost for a signal, and it is ui = fi(p
′) otherwise. We assume that fl(p′) < cl for all

posteriors p′, such that low sender types never have an incentive to use a signal.

Again, we refer to a burying equilibrium as an equilibrium in which high senders bury their signal,

medium senders send a clear signal, and low senders use no signal. In such an equilibrium, the receivers’

updated beliefs p′b, p′c and p′n after observing the signals b, c and n are

p′b = (0, 0, 1), p′c = (0, 1, 0), p′n =

(
pl

ph(1− rh) + pl
, 0,

ph(1− rh)

ph(1− rh) + pl

)
. (42)
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We note that our three assumptions above imply fi(p′b) > fi(p
′
n) and fi(p′b) > fi(p

′
c) for all player

types i. That is, when a player’s buried signal becomes revealed, the player’s benefit from the buried

signal exceeds the benefit from a clear signal and the benefit from no signal. The equilibrium payoffs of

the three sender types are given by

uh = rhfh(p′b) + (1− rh)fh(p′n)− ch,

um = fm(p′c)− cm,

ul = fl(p
′
n).

(43)

Using this, we get the following characterization for the existence of a burying equilibrium (the proof is

analogous to the respective proof in the baseline model):

Theorem 8 (Burying equilibria in the alternative model). There is a strategic burying equilibrium if and

only if the following four conditions hold,

rh ≥
fh(p′c)− fh(p′n)

fh(p′b)− fh(p′n)
, rm ≤

fm(p′c)− fm(p′n)

fm(p′b)− fm(p′n)
,

ch
rh
≤ fh(p′b)− fh(p′n), cm ≤ fm(p′c)− fm(p′n).

(44)

Two consequences follow immediately from the first two conditions in Eq. (44). First, in case that high

and medium senders derive the same benefit from their perceived quality, fh=fm, strategic burying can

only arise if a high type’s signal is more likely to be revealed, rh≥ rm. Second, in case that both types

have the same revelation probability rh=rm, it follows that strategic burying can only occur if

∆bc
h

∆bc
h + ∆cn

h

≥ ∆bc
m

∆bc
m + ∆cn

m

, (45)

where ∆σσ̃
i := fi(p

′
σ) − fi(p′σ̃) is the relative advantage of type i ∈ {l,m, h} from sending signal σ

instead of σ̃ in the burying equilibrium. This condition is more easily satisfied, for example, when high

types care a lot about being perceived as high and not as medium (such that ∆bc
h is large), whereas they

would not really care whether they are perceived as medium or low (such that ∆cn
h is small).

The conditions (44) can be interpreted in terms of our baseline model. To this end, let us consider the

special case that the relative advantage of signal σ compared to signal σ̃ for the various types is given by

∆bc
h := qsahs ∆cn

h := qwahw

∆bc
m := qsams ∆cn

m := qwamw.
(46)
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In that case, the conditions for the existence of a burying equilibrium in (44) become

rh ≥
qwahw

qwahw + qsahs
, rm ≤

qwamw
qwamw + qsams

,

ch
rh
≤ qwahw + qsahs, cm ≤ qwamw.

(47)

These four conditions coincide with the conditions for the existence of a burying equilibrium in our

baseline model, see Eqs. (1)–(4) in the main text.

Instead of explicitly distinguishing between various kinds of receivers, this alternative model incor-

porates the benefit of signaling in a more abstract way, by introducing the benefit function f(p′). This

more abstract formulation has the added advantage that it is amenable to alternative interpretations. For

example, let us consider a scenario in which there is only one type of receiver, but this receiver may

choose among three different actions {a1, a2, a3} after observing the sender’s signal. Moreover, let us

assume the receiver has an incentive to choose action a1 if she believes that the sender is certainly a high

type (i.e., if p′h = 1), that she wants to choose action a2 if she believes that the sender may be either a

high or a medium type (i.e., if p′l=0 and p′h<1), and that she wants to choose action a3 otherwise (i.e.,

if p′l> 0). In such a model, the conditions for a burying equilibrium are again given by the inequalities

in (44), where fi(p′b), fi(p
′
c), fi(p

′
n) need to be interpreted as the benefit that an i-type sender derives

if the receiver chooses action a1, a2, or a3, respectively.

Appendix: Simulation code used for the evolutionary analysis

In the following, we reproduce our MATLAB code for the baseline model that we have used to run the

evolutionary simulations.

function [xhvec,xmvec,xlvec,ysvec,ywvec]=evolProc();

%% function [xhvec,xmvec,xlvec,ysvec,ywvec]=evolProc();

% The output matrices xhvec, xmvec, xlvec ysvec,ywvec give the population

% composition in each of the 3 sender-subpopulations and 2

% receiver-subpopulations over the course of an evolutionary simulation.

global distrS distrR aMat bMat cvec rvec beta

%% Specifying the parameters

nUp=2*10ˆ6; % number of updating events for the simulation

ahs=12; ahw=3; ams=4; amw=4; als=1; alw=1; aMat=[ahs,ahw; ams,amw; als,alw];

% Defining the payoffs of the sender population in a 3x2 matrix

bhs=6; bhw=6; bms=-10; bmw=4; bls=-10; blw=-10; bMat=[bhs,bhw; bms,bmw; bls,blw];

% Defining the payoffs of the receiver population in a matrix

ch=1; cm=1; cl=100; cvec=[ch,cm,cl]; % Defining a vector containing the costs
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rh=1/3; rm=1/3; rl=1/3; rvec=[rh,rm,rl]; % Defining the revelation probabilities

distrS=[0.2 0.3 0.5]; % distribution among senders (p_high / p_medium / p_low)

distrR=[0.5 0.5]; % distribution among receivers (q_strong / q_weak)

NS=300; NR=300; % size of the respective populations

mu=0.02; beta=1; % mutation rate and strength of selection

%% Setting up an initial population

% For senders: 3-dim vector with number of respective senders who bury / send

clear signal / send no signal

xh=[0,0,NS*distrS(1)]; % initially, all high senders send no signal

xm=[0,0,NS*distrS(2)]; % same for medium senders

xl=[0,0,NS*distrS(3)]; % same for low senders

% For receivers: 8-dim vector encoding the 2ˆ3 possibilities how receivers can

react to the sender’s signal

ys=[NR*distrR(1),zeros(1,7)]; % initially, strong receivers reject everyone

yw=[NR*distrR(2),zeros(1,7)]; % same for weak receivers

% Initializing a matrix for recording the population composition in each evolutionary

timestep

xhvec=[xh; zeros(nUp-1,3)]; xmvec=[xm; zeros(nUp-1,3)]; xlvec=[xl; zeros(nUp-1,3)];

ysvec=[ys; zeros(nUp-1,8)]; ywvec=[yw; zeros(nUp-1,8)];

%% Actual Simulation

for t=2:nUp

rn=rand(1);

if rn < mu % Chance event determines whether there is a mutation event or

a selection event

[z,nr]=Mutate(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw); % Starting the mutation subroutine

else

[z,nr]=Select(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw); % Starting the selection subroutine

end

if nr==1, xh=z; elseif nr==2, xm=z; elseif nr==3, xl=z; elseif nr==4, ys=z;

else yw=z; end % Updating of the respective sender or receiver population

xhvec(t,:)=xh; xmvec(t,:)=xm; xlvec(t,:)=xl; ysvec(t,:)=ys; ywvec(t,:)=yw;

% Recording the population composition in timestep t

end

end

function [z,nr]=PickPop(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw);

%% function [z,nr]=PickPop(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw);

% Subroutine that randomly picks one of the sender/receiver subpopulations, proportional

to their respective size
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global distrS distrR

rn=rand(1,2);

if rn(1)<1/2 % With probability 1/2, a sender population is chosen

if rn(2)<distrS(1)

z=xh; nr=1;

elseif rn(2)<1-distrS(3)

z=xm; nr=2;

else

z=xl; nr=3;

end

else % Otherwise, a receiver subpopulation is chosen

if rn(2)<distrR(1)

z=ys; nr=4;

else

z=yw; nr=5;

end

end

end

function [z,nr]=Mutate(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw);

%% function [z,nr]=Mutate(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw);

% Subroutine that randomly selects one of the subpopulations and changes the

strategy of one of the players

[z,nr]=PickPop(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw); % Selecting a random subpopulation

n=length(z); rn=rand(1); zcs=cumsum(z)/sum(z);

jOld=1; % Starting a routine to select a player to change her strategy

for i=2:n

if rn>zcs(i-1) & rn<=zcs(i)

jOld=i;

end

end

jNew=randi(n); % Taking a random new strategy

z(jNew)=z(jNew)+1; z(jOld)=z(jOld)-1;

end

function [z,nr]=Select(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw);

%% function [z,nr]=Select(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw);

% Subroutine that incorporates the selection process. A learner and a role model

are randomly chosen; the learner adopts the role model’s strategy with some probability
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depending on the players’ payoffs

global aMat bMat cvec rvec beta

[z,nr]=PickPop(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw); % Selecting a random subpopulation

if max(z)˜= sum(z) % Selection can only occur if the population is heterogeneous

n=length(z); rn=rand(1,3); zcs=cumsum(z)/sum(z);

jLearn=1; jRole=1; % Starting a routine to select a learner and a role model

for i=2:n

if rn(1)>zcs(i-1) & rn(1)<=zcs(i)

jLearn=i;

end

if rn(2)>zcs(i-1) & rn(2)<=zcs(i)

jRole=i;

end

end

if jLearn ˜= jRole % Selection can only occur if the strategy of the learner

is different from the strategy of the role model

[payh,paym,payl,pays,payw]=CalcPay(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw,aMat,bMat,cvec,rvec);

% Calculating the payoffs given the current population

if nr==1, pay=payh; elseif nr==2, pay=paym; elseif nr==3, pay=payl;

elseif nr==4, pay=pays; else, pay=payw; end

piRole=pay(jRole); piLearn=pay(jLearn); % Deriving the payoffs of the learner

and of the role model

rho=1/(1+exp(-beta*(piRole-piLearn))); % Calculationg the imitation probability

if rn(3)<rho

z(jLearn)=z(jLearn)-1; z(jRole)=z(jRole)+1; % Updating the population

if imitation occurs

end

end

end

end

function [payh,paym,payl,pays,payw]=CalcPay(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw,a,b,c,r);

%% function [payh,paym,payl,pays,payw]=CalcPay(xh,xm,xl,ys,yw,a,b,c,r);

% Calculates the payoffs of h,m,l senders and s,w receivers

% xh=(xhB,xhC,xhN) gives the absolute numbers of high senders that bury, send

a clear signal, or send no signal; similarly for xm, xl.

% ys=(ys000,ys001,ys010,ys011,ys100,ys101,ys110,ys111) gives the absolute number

of strong receivers who accept(1) or reject(0) the respective signal type (bury/clear/no

signal)

% a = (ahs,ahw; ams, amw; als, alw); b=(bhs,bhw; bms, bmw; bls; blw);
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% c=(ch,cm,cl) cost vector for different sender types

% r=(rh,rm,rl) revelation probability vector

% Calculation of important quantities

ns=sum(ys); % Absolute number of strong individuals

ysB=sum(ys(5:8)); ysC=sum(ys([3,4,7,8])); ysN=sum(ys([2:2:8])); % Number of strong

players who accept buried signals, clear signals, and no signal, respectively

nw=sum(yw); ywB=sum(yw(5:8)); ywC=sum(yw([3,4,7,8])); ywN=sum(yw([2:2:8])); %

Same for weak players

nSen=sum(xh)+sum(xm)+sum(xl); nRec=ns+nw; % Absolute size of the sender and receiver

population

ysB=ysB/nRec; ysC=ysC/nRec; ysN=ysN/nRec; % Calculating the fraction of strong

players who accept buried / clear / no signals.

ywB=ywB/nRec; ywC=ywC/nRec; ywN=ywN/nRec; % Same for weak receivers

% Calculation of the senders’ payoffs

payh=[r(1)*(a(1,1)*ysB+a(1,2)*ywB)+(1-r(1))*(a(1,1)*ysN+a(1,2)*ywN)-c(1),...

a(1,1)*ysC+a(1,2)*ywC-c(1),...

a(1,1)*ysN+a(1,2)*ywN];

paym=[r(2)*(a(2,1)*ysB+a(2,2)*ywB)+(1-r(2))*(a(2,1)*ysN+a(2,2)*ywN)-c(2),...

a(2,1)*ysC+a(2,2)*ywC-c(2),...

a(2,1)*ysN+a(2,2)*ywN];

payl=[r(3)*(a(3,1)*ysB+a(3,2)*ywB)+(1-r(3))*(a(3,1)*ysN+a(3,2)*ywN)-c(3),...

a(3,1)*ysC+a(3,2)*ywC-c(3),...

a(3,1)*ysN+a(3,2)*ywN];

% Calculation of the receivers’ payoffs

PaysB=b(1,1)*xh(1)*r(1)+b(2,1)*xm(1)*r(2)+b(3,1)*xl(1)*r(3); % Payoff that a

strong receiver gets from accepting senders who bury their signal

PaywB=b(1,2)*xh(1)*r(1)+b(2,2)*xm(1)*r(2)+b(3,2)*xl(1)*r(3); % Same for weak

receivers

PaysC=b(1,1)*xh(2)+b(2,1)*xm(2)+b(3,1)*xl(2); % Payoff of a strong receiver for

accepting a clear signal

PaywC=b(1,2)*xh(2)+b(2,2)*xm(2)+b(3,2)*xl(2); % Same for weak receiver

PaysN=b(1,1)*xh(3)+b(2,1)*xm(3)+b(3,1)*xl(3) + ...

+ b(1,1)*xh(1)*(1-r(1))+b(2,1)*xm(1)*(1-r(2))+b(3,1)*xl(1)*(1-r(3)); % Payoff

of strong receiver for accepting no signal

PaywN=b(1,2)*xh(3)+b(2,2)*xm(3)+b(3,2)*xl(3) + ...

+ b(1,2)*xh(1)*(1-r(1))+b(2,2)*xm(1)*(1-r(2))+b(3,2)*xl(1)*(1-r(3)); % Same

for weak receivers

pays=(PaysN*[0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1]+PaysC*[0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1]+PaysB*[0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1])/nSen;

% Calculating an 8-dim vector with the payoffs for each strategy of strong receivers
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payw=(PaywN*[0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1]+PaywC*[0,0,1,1,0,0,1,1]+PaywB*[0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1])/nSen;

% Same for weak receivers

end
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